TecCrete™ - 1250 Bare Panel Options

Detail Drawing
TecCrete Cornerlock panels on stringerless understructure

1/4-20 Cornerlock screw

3/4-10 UNC solid adjusting stud

3/4-10 UNC galvanized adjusting jam nut w/locking stack

7/8" Square galvanized steel tube

4 x 4 galvanized steel base plate

TecCrete on pedestal

Panel Finish Options:
Bare Cornerlock
Laminate or Vinyl covered Panels

Underfloor options:
Various pedestal/stringer configurations with finished floor heights from 3" to 91"

Cable cutouts and grommets.
Grilles and air diffusers.
Seismic pedestals.

Other Pedestal Options

Cornerlock on Low Profile Pedestal
Cornerlock on Stringers
Cornerlock on Stringers (Seismic)
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Manufacturer reserves the right to change specifications without notice